One Story, Too Much Sorrow
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Abstract
More than “usual” pregnancies adequately followed up and with precise scheduled timing, other pregnant women reach our outpatient services.
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Introduction
More than “usual” pregnancies adequately followed up and with precise scheduled timing, other pregnant women reach our outpatient services. And many times they are desperate cases, not only hard to manage but to make them deliver uneventfully. The follow up of these complicated pregnancies could not be possible, if charity programs and other similar institutions would not cooperate firmly with the public health institutions [1]. These different social organizations work together with regional prefectures, and act as a link between these women and the public health system.

This manuscript regards a sad story that may represent those thousands of pregnancies that the above mentioned charity organizations help to support until birth and many times afterwards.

Case Presentation
Pretious was born in Okwu Orodo, a poor village situated at the Imo state. Her family was particularly poor, and even frequenting school was impossible for her. In fact, they sent her to school for only four years, and then no more. She had other five brothers and sisters.

One of her brothers suffered an illness (not well specified), and almost all the family’s economical resources ended in the hands of shamans or medicine men that introduced healing lotions or other potions directly through the skin near the cheeks and the superior abdominal wall. Due to all this miserable situation, and at the age of fourteen, Pretious decides to move to Benin city in order to learn the hairdresser job. At the Benin city, she finds her life companion.

When she was pregnant of the second child, the mate had an accident and after four days died.

Pretious was christian, and the companion was muslim. This was the reason why his family takes advantage of this condition in order to evict Pretious and her child from their home, with no money, in an advanced ongoing pregnancy and guilty of professing a different religion. At the beginning, she tried to take refuge at the beauty parlor place where she used to work, but very soon the situation was impossible to sustain. So she asked for help to the local minister who predisposed an appartment for her and her two years old child. After three years of apparent quietness, the place where she worked was worn out by a fire that consumed all the zone. From that moment, she arranged in order to sell water at the market, taking always her two babies with her.

Unexpectedly, one day a man presented and offered her to change her life and talked about a better future for her and her children. Intrigued about the offer of a decent life prospected by this unknown man, she decided to accept the invitation. She would have to leave towards an unknown destination, where they would take her for the first “meeting” and an eventual contract. Due to the the fact that she had no references in town, she would have to entrust her children to the unknown man’s mother.

The only things clear were that she would have to pay for this transfer and that she would work as a beauty parlor once reached the unknown destination.

After hours of travel, through places completely new to her, they arrived. She was a part of a couple of women who were accompanied inside a dark room, with no lights but one candle to shine a soft light. Suddenly, the door was opened by a man who introduced her and her children into a place where she worked. Pretious was taken to Niger, then Ghatron and finally in Libia. Then again to Saba and to Tripoli. At Tripoli other six women in her same desperate situation added to the group. And they all were “sold” to a Nigerian lady, Yoruba. Then again they were stolen by another Libian
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group, that took them to an unknown place where they were continuously raped, tortured and bitten. In order to trick herself form all these suffering, she used to sing in Ibo, her mother language. One of her surveillants heard her sing and pray in that language and with no apparent reason, he compromised to take her away to a safe place. Then he took her to a seaside town at Moureen, and in this place, she met again that unknown man that took her initially to Libya.

And he put in contact Pretious with her mother (that had her two babies in custody). That lady was known as a “Madame”, who had decided to send Pretious in Europe, to work as a prostitute in the middle of the streets. By that time, Pretious realized to be pregnant again, not knowing the father of the baby in womb, from the men that raped her continuously with absolutely no protection.

After one month, she was the the part of a group of immigrants who were sent to Italy inside a ramshackle dinghy. At the arrival time, she was textually trampled by all the other people; she saved herself making understand she was pregnant and she was immediatly taken in charge by a charity institution. Finally under protection, she was sent to the emergency room and after stabilizing her pregnancy situation, she became part of the pregnant care program of this human care institution.

Unfortunately, the conditions of the dangerous trip to Italy, the physical trauma suffered at the arrival and the health status of Pretious, lead to a preterm delivery at 26 wks’ gestation (as calculated by ultrasound biometry performed in our outpatient Division).

A spontaneous delivery of a 500 gr male newborn, affected by severe respiratory failure and other severe complications verified.

Now after three years, the baby presents a severe cognitive delay an has an oxygen cylinder as his more trustly friend. With Pretious taking accurate care of him, for the rest of their lives.

**Final Comment**

Critical situations involve several countries and these homeless pregnant patients are a vulnerable population, that without the charity institutions, would be left to different risky situations (2,3).

Violence, infibulation, injustice, racism, exploitation.

The clinical operators of the public health service, should thank those silent workers from all charity programs and institutions, that give an important hand with their sacrifice and with their, many times, not understood mission.

All names involved are fictitious in order to respect the individual privacy.
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